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Abstract

In continental rifts structural heterogeneities, such as pre-existing faults

and foliations, are thought to influence shallow crustal processes, particu-

larly the formation of rift faults, magma reservoirs and surface volcanism.

We focus on the Corbetti caldera, in the southern central Main Ethiopian

Rift. We measure the surface deformation between 22nd June 2007 and 25th

March 2009 using ALOS and ENVISAT SAR interferograms and observe a

semi-circular pattern of deformation bounded by a sharp linear feature cross-

cutting the caldera, coincident with the caldera long axis. The signal reverses

in sign but is not seasonal: from June to December 2007 the region south

of this structure moves upwards 3 cm relative to the north, while from De-

cember 2007 until November 2008 it subsides by 2 cm. Comparison of data
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taken from two different satellite look directions show that the displacement

is primarily vertical. We discuss potential mechanisms and conclude that

this deformation is associated with pressure changes within a shallow (<1

km) fault-bounded hydrothermal reservoir prior to the onset of a phase of

caldera-wide uplift.

Analysis of the distribution of post-caldera vents and cones inside the caldera

shows their locations are statistically consistent with this fault structure, in-

dicating that the fault has also controlled the migration of magma from a

reservoir to the surface over tens of thousands of years. Spatial patterns

of seismicity are consistent with a cross-rift structure that extents outside

the caldera and to a depth of ∼30 km, and patterns of seismic anisotropy

suggests stress partitioning occurs across the structure. We discuss the pos-

sible nature of this structure, and conclude that it is most likely associated

with the Goba-Bonga lineament, which cross-cuts and pre-dates the current

rift. Our observations show that pre-rift structures play an important role

in magma transport and shallow hydrothermal processes, and therefore they

should not be neglected when discussing these processes.

Keywords:

rift volcanism, inherited structures, surface deformation, magma reservoirs,

hydrothermal reservoirs.
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1. Introduction1

The pathway taken by rising magma is influenced by local and regional2

stresses (e.g., Maccaferri et al., 2014) and lithological and/or rheological3

boundaries (e.g., Taisne and Tait , 2011). In old continental crust in particu-4

lar, heterogeneities and structures, such as faults and lithological contrasts,5

are widespread, and they can strongly influence the location and geometry of6

magma reservoirs (e.g., Le Corvec et al., 2013). The roles of these competing7

factors have been demonstrated at many volcanoes. For example, calderas8

in the Kenyan Rift align with inherited structures (Robertson et al., 2016),9

while at Fernandina volcano in the Galápagos, the eruption patterns are con-10

trolled by active stress fields (Bagnardi et al., 2013). In other cases, however,11

the relative importance of stress versus heterogeneities remains poorly un-12

derstood (e.g., Marti and Gudmundsson, 2000; Saxby et al., 2016).13

Here we investigate the structural controls on magmatism and hydrother-14

mal processes at one of the Main Ethiopian Rift calderas, Corbetti. Insights15

come from geodetic (InSAR) data, from which we identify a well defined16

region of deformation within the caldera, which appears to be structurally17

bounded by a cross-cutting structure. We perform an analysis of the caldera18

geometry and the distribution of post-caldera volcanism, which indicate a19

coincidence between this structure, the caldera long-axis, and the alignment20

of volcanic vents. Our observations are further supported by magnetotelluric21

interpretations of a large structure that cross-cuts the caldera and seismic22

data which identifies the structure to the east, where it extends down to ∼3023
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km through the crust. Seismic anisotropy measurements also indicate a con-24

centration of stress along the structure cross-cutting the caldera, and show25

that stress perturbations are largest where the greatest surface deformation26

is observed. We discuss the potential sources which may have caused the27

deformation (magma, hydrothermal fluids, or meteoric water), and possible28

interpretations for this structure, including a pre-rift fault system, the edge29

of older solidified intrusions, or the rim of a Pleistocene caldera.30

31

2. Background32

2.1. The East African Rift33

The East African Rift system (EARS) is a ∼4,000 km long continental34

rift which defines the boundary between the Somalian and Nubian tectonic35

plates. Rifting occurs through a combination of magmatic and tectonic pro-36

cesses, and inherited structures and fabrics influence where and how this37

extension is accommodated (e.g., McConnell , 1972).38

The Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) is the northernmost part of the EARS, and39

is an example of mature continental rifting (Chorowicz , 2005). There are40

several Quaternary major silicic volcanic system in the MER, some of which41

have been observed deforming in recent decades: Corbetti, Bora, Haledebi42

and Aluto (Biggs et al., 2009; Hutchison et al., 2016). The most recent43

MER eruptions were at Tullu Moje (syn. Bora) in 1900, at Kone (syn.44

Gariboldi) in ∼1820, and in ∼1810 at Fantale (Wadge et al. (2016) and ref-45
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Figure 1: a) The Main Ethiopian Rift, with East Africa as inset. Red ellipses: rift
calderas, scaled according to size and orientation of caldera rim fault after Wadge et al.
(2016). Red triangles: non-caldera volcanoes. Black lines: intra-rift faults (Agostini et al.,
2011). Spreading direction from Stamps et al. (2008). Yellow star: Addis Ababa b)
Corbetti Caldera and surrounding region, showing the Wonji faults (red), Wendo Genet
Scarp, Werensa Ridge and hypothesised Hawassa Caldera (purple line). The seismicity
associated with the Wendo Genet Scarp is also shown (71 events with lateral uncertainty
<10 km, recorded between January 2012 and January 2014) (Wilks, 2016).
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erences therein). It has been suggested that the large silicic centres lie at46

the termini of magmatic segments (Ebinger and Casey , 2001; Keranen et al.,47

2004), where reduced extensional stresses facilitate longer residence times,48

favouring the development of silicic bodies through fractional crystallisation49

(Peccerillo, 2003; Hutchison, 2015). However, several centres lie along pre-50

rift faults, for example the elliptical calderas Kone, Gedemsa and Fentale51

(Acocella et al., 2002). An alternative mechanism for the formation of silicic52

centres is that reactivation of transtensional faults create regions of localised53

extension, focussing rising magma, and promoting magma reservoir forma-54

tion (Acocella et al., 2002; Holohan et al., 2005). For example, near the Aluto55

caldera rhombic faulting of the border faults is associated with a pre-existing56

lithospheric weakness and sinistral oblique crustal shear (Boccaletti et al.,57

1998; Corti , 2009).58

59

2.2. Corbetti Caldera60

The Corbetti caldera, in the southern MER, is the southernmost silicic61

centre along the MER (Figure 1); further south the rift transitions to diffuse62

faulting and magmatism (Corti , 2009; Philippon et al., 2014). The caldera63

formed at 182 ± 18 ka, and is one of the largest in the EARS, measuring ∼1064

by 15 km (Hutchison, 2015). The caldera scarp height is greatest to the west65

(∼200 m), and diminishes in height to the east, where it is unidentifiable.66

Corbetti is surrounded by agricultural land and is located within 15 km of67
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two major population centres: Hawassa and Shashemene (∼400,000 people68

within 25 km2).69

There are two major centres of resurgent volcanism within the caldera: Urji70

(syn. Wendo Koshe) and Chabi, which have both erupted aphyric pantel-71

lerites. Urji, the western peak, has fall and flow pumice deposits, illustrative72

of high explosivity. Chabi, by contrast, is composed of obsidian flows, in-73

dicative of more effusive eruptions (Rapprich et al., 2016). Numerous thick74

fall deposits and obsidian flows indicate several eruptions have occurred at75

Corbetti since caldera formation. Tephra from the most recent Plinian erup-76

tion at Urji has been dated at 396 ± 38 BC (Rapprich et al., 2016), and at77

least four obsidian flows post-date this.78

Magnetotelluric (MT) measurements and transient electromagnetic method79

soundings show a sharp resistivity gradient along the caldera long-axis (Gı́slason80

et al., 2015); the north being more resistive than the south. This resistiv-81

ity contrast is present in the upper 2 km, and >8 km below sea level. The82

shallow component of the feature is interpreted to reflect the vertical migra-83

tion of hydrothermal fluids from depth, which then become entrained in the84

northwards local groundwater gradient. The deeper feature is attributed to85

a magma body (Gı́slason et al., 2015).86

87
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3. Surface Deformation88

3.1. Interferogram Processing89

InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) is a space-based re-90

mote sensing technique, used to measure deformation of the Earth’s surface91

(Massonnet and Feigl , 1998). InSAR uses the difference in the phase com-92

ponent of two radar images, acquired from approximately the same location93

but at different times, to produce an interferogram. We use SAR data from94

two satellites, ENVISAT (Image and Wide Swath modes) and ALOS, from95

between 2007 and 2009 to produce 75 interferograms (Table 1).96

ENVISAT Wide Swath interferograms were processed using the GAMMA97

software package (Werner et al., 2000). We used 19 scenes from ascending98

track 386 between October 2006 and August 2008. Interferogram selection99

was based on image pairs with perpendicular baselines less than 150 m and100

temporal baselines less than 200 days (Figure A1). Interferograms with insuf-101

ficient coherence and those unconnected to the network were then removed,102

leaving 20 interferograms (Table A1). We removed topographic phase con-103

tributions using the SRTM 30 m DEM (Farr and Kobrick , 2000), and fil-104

tered the interferograms using a Goldstein and Werner non-linear spectral105

filter (Goldstein and Werner , 1998), once with strength 0.8, and again with106

strength 0.6. Unwrapping was then done using the SNAPHU Minimum Cost107

Flow (MCF) algorithm with pixels with coherence less than 0.6 masked out108

(Chen and Zebker , 2001).109

We processed data from ALOS, an L-band (23.6 cm wavelength) JAXA110
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(Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency) SAR satellite, using ISCE (InSAR111

Scientific Computing Environment) (Rosen et al., 2012). We used 5 acquisi-112

tions between June 2007 and December 2008 from ascending ScanSAR track113

605 to produce 10 interferograms. Interferogram selection was made based114

on perpendicular baselines less than 500 m and temporal baselines less than115

730 days (Figure A1). Topographic phase contributions were removed using116

the SRTM 30 m DEM, and interferograms were resampled to 90 m. Each117

interferogram was then filtered twice (strength 0.4), before being unwrapped118

using the SNAPHU MCF algorithm, with unwrapping threshold of 0.1 (Chen119

and Zebker , 2001).120

ENVISAT Image Mode data were processed using ISCE (Rosen et al., 2012).121

We used 10 Image Mode acquisitions from descending track 321 between122

October 2007 and March 2009 to produce 45 interferograms. Interferogram123

selection was based on image pairs with perpendicular baselines less than124

800 m and temporal baselines less than 600 days (Figure A1). Interfero-125

grams whose coherence does not extend across the caldera were excluded, to126

leave 28 (Table A1). Topographic phase contributions were removed using127

the SRTM 30 m DEM (Farr and Kobrick , 2000), after which pixels were128

multilooked to 120 m to increase coherence and reduce noise. We filter the129

interferograms using a Goldstein and Werner non-linear spectral filter with130

strength 0.8 (Goldstein and Werner , 1998). Interferograms were then un-131

wrapped using the SNAPHU MCF algorithm with an unwrapping threshold132

of 0.1 (Chen and Zebker , 2001). Interferograms from all sensors were de-133
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Table 1: Summary of the sensor and associated parameters used in this study.

Satellite Mode Observation Wavelength Orbit Number Heading Look
Period (cm) of Scenes Angle (°) Angle (°)

ENVISAT Wide Swath (WS) Oct 2006 - April 2008 5.6 (C-Band) Ascending 19 -12 21
ALOS ScanSAR June 2007 - Dec 2008 23.6 (L-Band) Ascending 5 -12 40

ENVISAT Image Mode (IM) Oct 2007 - March 2009 5.6 (C-Band) Descending 10 -167 22

ramped where necessary.134

We choose not to apply atmospheric corrections to our dataset as Corbetti135

has gentle, low topography (∼200 m), there are very few input data for136

weather models for East Africa, and the available atmospheric corrections137

are unable to match any turbulent signals in the data (Doin et al., 2009).138

139

3.2. Surface Deformation Results140

The ENVISAT IM data provides the clearest measure of the extent of141

the signal in the southern portion of Corbetti; it clearly shows a circular142

minor segment shape, with a sharp northern boundary (Figure 2g-l). The143

ENVISAT IM interferograms start in October 2007, and measure ∼1 cm of144

range increase between December 2007 and August 2008. The coherence was145

limited to the Chabi obsidian flows and an area west of the caldera that is146

not farmed.147

The ALOS interferograms from June 2007 to December 2008 confirm the148

observation from the Envisat IM data, but span a longer time period, show-149

ing two distinct periods of deformation (Figure 2c-f). The first, between150

June 2007 to December 2007, is a period of range decrease of ∼2.5 cm in151

the southern portion of the caldera, with the same spatial pattern as in the152
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ENVISAT WS data (Figure 2b-f). Interferograms post-December 2007 show153

range increase in the same region, totalling ∼1.5 cm by December 2008 (Fig-154

ure 2e-l). The ALOS interferograms are the most coherent, illustrating the155

value of L-band InSAR for investigating ground deformation of arable land.156

However, ALOS interferograms with acquisitions on certain dates were af-157

fected by strong phase ramps, possibly due to orbital errors or, ionospheric158

or atmospheric delays, but de-ramping was able to account for this well on159

a local scale.160

The ENVISAT WS interferograms represent the earliest measures of ground161

deformation in our analysis and show that prior to July 2007 there was no sig-162

nificant deformation at Corbetti (Figure 2a). After July 2007, a north-south163

range change gradient of ∼2 cm over 2 km can be seen across the caldera,164

consistent with other observations (Figure 2b). However, for the C-band WS165

data, coherence is limited to the Chabi obsidian flows in most interferograms.166

167

3.3. Displacement Direction168

Using interferograms from ascending and descending tracks, which have169

different LOS vectors but measure the same signal, the vertical (Uu) and170

east-west (Ue) components of deformation can be estimated, but the sensi-171

tivity to deformation N-S is poor (e.g., Wright et al., 2004). We therefore172

formulate our equations making the assumption that this component of range173

change is zero. Mathematically, the range change observed by a satellite can174
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be described by r = p̂.u, where p̂ is the unit vector (pe, pn, pu), pointing175

from the satellite to the ground in the local east, north and up directions,176

and u is the column vector of the components of displacement in the same177

reference frame, (ue, un, uu)T .178

This approach relies on the assumption that the ascending and descend-179

ing images measure the same signal, which in the case of time-varying sig-180

nals require them to have been acquired contemporaneously. To reflect this181

we selected interferograms with acquisitions close in time; the 26/12/2007 -182

10/12/2008 descending ENVISAT and 23/12/2007 - 25/12/2008 ascending183

ALOS interferograms.184

Decomposition of ascending and descending InSAR images into vertical and185

east-west components indicates the deformation in the south of the caldera186

between December 2007 and December 2008 is roughly vertical and ∼2 cm in187

magnitude (Figure 3). The east-west component of this deformation shows188

some features of a similar magnitude, but their spatial extent is inconsistent189

with the signal seen elsewhere, and so are likely to be atmospheric arte-190

facts. The deforming area in this ALOS interferogram includes a region of191

atmospheric delay, and contains some short wavelength features north of the192

caldera. Since the area that deforms in this period is the same as during193

June 2007 to December 2007, we assume that the uplift is also vertical.194

195
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3.4. Displacement Time Series196

An individual interferogram records the deformation between two acqui-197

sitions, separated in time. To construct a time-series of deformation we used198

the SBAS (short baseline subset) method of Berardino et al. (2002). The199

displacement during incremental time steps is found from the vector of line-200

of-sight (LOS) displacements for each given pixel through a design matrix201

constructed to take into account the timespan of each interferogram. The cu-202

mulative displacement between any two dates can then be found by summing203

the relevant incremental displacements. This linear discrete inverse problem204

is under-constrained, and following Berardino et al. (2002) we use singular205

value decomposition, normalised using the L2 norm constraint. We applied206

a bootstrapping test and found our signal is not dependant on any particular207

satellite image, and therefore robust (e.g., Ebmeier et al., 2013).208

Each interferogram provides relative phase changes, and for our time-series209

analysis we considered the relative displacement between a northern (fixed)210

and southern portion of the caldera, averaged over ∼125 km2 and 38 km2
211

respectively. The uncertainty in our time-series analysis is based on the mean212

variance in each dataset within 10 km2 away from the caldera, where possible213

(∼0.79 – 0.84 cm). This is comparable to theoretical estimates of the vari-214

ance of atmospheric noise over short length scales (∼10 km) from Emardson215

et al. (2003), which is 0.8 cm for any individual acquisition.216

Figure 3 shows the result of time-series analysis from all three InSAR datasets.217

Following our component analysis, we projected the LOS displacement into218
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the vertical to better compare datasets with different LOS vectors. Individ-219

ual WS interferograms indicate the absence of signal at Corbetti between220

October 2006 and July 2007 (Figure 2a). The cumulative range change de-221

rived from the ALOS data (Figures 2 and 3) shows 2.5 ± 0.3 cm of range222

decrease of the southern portion of the caldera at this time, consistent with223

individual WS interferograms (Figure 2a-l). The time-series analysis shows224

that in December 2007 the range change reverses in sign. ENVISAT IM and225

ALOS data (Figure 2c-l) show 1 ± 0.3 cm and 1.4 ± 0.3 cm of range increase226

over ∼8 and 12 months respectively.227

The spatial extent of the deformation can be seen in Figure 2b-l. Profiles228

though the region indicate that the northern edge of the signal is sharp;229

occurring over ∼2 km, and is co-incident with the caldera long axis (Figure230

2m-n). Figure 2g-l shows that the signal is contained within the caldera to the231

west, but extends outside to the east. For some time-steps (e.g., ENVISAT232

IM displacement 27/08/2008 - 05/11/2008) the signal appears to extend into233

the northern portion of the caldera, but we attribute this to atmospheric234

artefacts.235

236

3.5. Source Modelling237

To estimate the depth of a source that could cause a signal with such a238

sharp northern boundary, we forward model the deformation using a hori-239

zontal Okada rectangular dislocation model (Okada, 1985). The gradient of240
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the deformation is a first-order indication of source depth, as shallow sources241

produce sharp edges, while deformation from deeper sources is smoothed242

by the elastic crust. We do not attempt to eliminate the possibility of an243

additional deeper source, but use the rectangular dislocation to produce a244

step-function at depth and hence estimate the maximum depth to the shal-245

lowest part of the deformation source. We plot profiles of deformation caused246

by a sill at depths of 5, 2, 1, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25 km, normalised based on peak247

deformation. The modelled sill has a length (100 km), much greater than248

the kilometre length scale we are interested in, to ensure the shape of the249

deformation we observe is a result of a single sill edge only. We find that250

for peak-to-peak deformation to be contained within 2 km, a rectangular251

dislocation must be less than 0.75 km below the surface (Figure 2o). For a 1252

km depth, 90% of the deformation is contained within 2 km. A source with253

a tapered slip distribution would need to be shallower to produce the same254

deformation gradient. In this experiment we do not consider the interaction255

between the source and the fault, but we may expect source-fault interaction256

to amplify the deformation gradient, resulting in an underestimation of the257

source depth (e.g., Folch and Gottsmann, 2006).258

259

3.6. Deformation Mechanisms260

Surface deformation occurs as a result of changes in volume or pressure261

in the subsurface. There are three possible sources that may have caused the262
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deformation at Corbetti: magma, hydrothermal fluids, or meteoric water.263

The sharpness of the northern boundary of the deformation implies that the264

source is shallow (∼1 km) (see Section 6) (Finnegan et al., 2008). The pres-265

ence of magma at such shallow depths would result in surface manifestations,266

such as changes in fumarolic behaviour, possible phreatic or phreatomag-267

matic eruptions from interaction with meteoric water, changes in groundwa-268

ter chemistry or felt seismicity, which have not been reported (e.g., Wicks ,269

2002; Jay et al., 2013).270

Perturbations in pore fluid pressure associated with hydrothermal circulation271

can also result in surface deformation (e.g., Finnegan et al., 2008; Chaussard272

et al., 2014), thus it is important to consider coupled hydrothermal and273

magmatic systems when interpreting deformation at volcanoes with well de-274

veloped hydrothermal systems. Pore fluid pressure changes can be driven by275

increased heat or fluid entering the system, or changes to fracture networks276

in response to subsurface stress changes (e.g., Bonafede, 1991; Rowland and277

Sibson, 2004). The response to these pressure changes can be either elastic,278

caused by seasonal rainfall variability, or inelastic, such as non-recoverable279

aquifer compaction (e.g., Lanari et al., 2004).280

The MER and adjacent highlands have highly variable rainfall, which could281

cause seasonal deformation of shallow aquifers (Birhanu and Bendick , 2015).282

However, the ENVISAT Wide Swath data shows no deformation between283

October 2006 and March 2007, indicating that the signal is not part of ongo-284

ing seasonal variations, and so unlikely to be hydrological in nature as this285
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time period covers the April-May rainy season.286

We therefore propose that the deformation is related to perturbations in the287

hydrothermal system, caused by an increased flux of water or heat in re-288

sponse to deeper magmatic processes. An increased flux would result in a289

pressure and/or temperature increase in the hydrothermal reservoir, causing290

a volume increase and therefore uplift (Figure 4a) (e.g., Miller et al., 2017).291

The overpressure then diffused away, possibly by the breaching of a barrier292

that previously confined the water, such as flow through newly formed cracks,293

causing subsidence (Figure 4b) (Ali et al., 2015). The process has been ob-294

served at Campi Flegrei in the 1980s, and there are similarities between the295

temporal evolution of the deformation there and our observations at Corbetti296

(e.g., Bonafede, 1991; Battaglia et al., 2006). Surface deformation caused by297

coupled magmatic-hydrothermal systems has also been observed elsewhere298

in the East African Rift: at Aluto (Hutchison et al., 2016), and Longonot,299

in the Kenyan Rift (Biggs et al., 2016).300

The deformation is contained within the Corbetti caldera to the west and301

south, but extends outside the caldera to the east. At calderas which col-302

lapse via piecemeal or piston style mechanisms, sharp offsets occur around303

the caldera rim, and the caldera floor can become highly fractured (Lipman,304

1997; Walter and Troll , 2001; Holohan et al., 2005). The variation in caldera305

scarp height at Corbetti suggests possible asymmetric collapse, and the con-306

tinuity of the deformation outside the caldera could indicate an absence of307

a bounding caldera ring fault to the east. These observations are consistent308
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with the collapse of Corbetti caldera via a trapdoor mechanism, where most309

of the collapse is in the west and the eastern rim acts as the hinge (Girard310

and Vries , 2005; Acocella, 2007). Alternatively, if slip occurred on the entire311

circumferential caldera fault during collapse, any structures that crossed this312

fault would be offset.313

4. Seismicity314

The seismicity in the Corbetti region has been studied using an array of315

broadband seismometers. These seismometers were operational for 2 years316

(2012-2014) at 7 stations, with a maximum of 5 stations working at any317

given time (Figure 1b), described in more detail in Wilks (2016). P- and318

S-wave first-breaks were manually picked, where coherent at three or more319

stations, and attributed weightings based on their quality. The software320

package NONLINLOC (Lomax et al., 2000) was used to locate earthquakes,321

using P- and S-wave arrival times and a one dimensional velocity model from322

Daly et al. (2008). Where possible, additional constraints on seismicity in323

the region came from stations deployed at the nearby Aluto volcano (Wilks324

et al., 2017).325

326

4.1. Earthquake locations327

Over the 2-year deployment period 780 earthquakes were located, 224 of328

which were within 15 km of Corbetti caldera centre. In contrast, the Aluto329
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Figure 4: Schematic along a north-south profile showing processes involved in reservoir
deformation at Corbetti. a) June 2007 - December 2007: pressurisation of a deep source
causes heat and or fluids to migrate upwards, into the shallow hydrothermal reservoir. This
causes overpressure in the reservoir, which is bounded in the north by an impermeable
fault, resulting in uplift at the surface. b) In December 2007 subsidence of the reservoir
indicates a decrease in overpressure. Diffusion or transfer of fluids through newly formed
cracks may facilitate this depressurisation.
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volcano, which lies roughly 75 km north of Corbetti, experienced over 2000330

similar sized earthquakes in the same time period (Wilks et al., 2017). At331

Corbetti, most of these events were located between Urji and Chabi down to332

a depth of 9 km. These earthquakes are associated with volcanic deforma-333

tion that occurs after our InSAR observations, and do not give any further334

information on the subsurface structure.335

However, during the period January 2012 to January 2014, 71 earthquakes336

were recorded associated with the ∼E-W trending Wendo Genet scarp and337

Werensa Ridge, ∼650 and ∼350 m high respectively and located ∼10 km338

to the east of Corbetti (Figure 1). The presence of slickensides on these339

features suggests there has been strike-slip motion on these faults, although340

no offsets have been reported (Mohr , 1968; Korme et al., 2004; Rapprich,341

2013). Left-lateral strike-slip displacement here is consistent with models of342

MER kinematics, derived from structural data, focal mechanisms and GPS343

velocities (e.g., Muluneh et al., 2014).344

Most of the seismicity occurred between 7 and 15 km, with the shallow sub-345

surface comparatively aseismic (9 events <7 km). Between 15 - 20 km no346

events occur, but 20 - 32 km, there are 25 earthquakes (with maximum lateral347

uncertainty < 10 km). These deepest events depict a linear structure that348

dips towards the southwest and are unlikely to be associated with transient349

volcanic processes at Corbetti given their distance from the caldera. The350

depth and distribution of the seismicity, on a linear plane down to 30 km,351

indicates that this structure extends down throughout the crust. The occur-352
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rence of seismicity here, along-strike of the deformation we identify within353

the caldera, suggests that the structure which cross-cuts Corbetti continues354

outside the caldera, and cuts across the border faults.355

356

4.2. Seismic anisotropy357

We use shear-wave splitting analysis to evaluate seismic anisotropy in358

the upper crust in the Corbetti region. The vertical alignment of sub-seismic359

length-scale cracks and fractures in the crust leads to variations in seismic ve-360

locities with direction and polarisation. The propagation of two independent361

shear waves with orthogonal polarisations is perhaps the most unambiguous362

indicator of seismic anisotropy. The alignment of fracture reveals the orienta-363

tion and the anisotropy of the stress field (e.g., Verdon et al., 2008). Fractures364

will align in the direction of maximum horizontal compressive stress, which365

is revealed by the polarisation of the fast shear-wave (φ). The delay time (δt)366

between the fast and slow shear-waves is proportional to the fracture density367

or difference in maximum and minimum horizontal stress. It is also sensi-368

tive to the compliance of the fractures, which is related to properties such369

as permeability and fluid content. For the purposes of this work, we neglect370

the influence of any intrinsic horizontal crystal alignment in the rocks of the371

shallow crust or any fine scale horizontal layering, as vertically propagating372

shear waves will be less sensitive to such anisotropy (see Verdon et al. (2009),373

for more discussion of this).374
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Shear-wave splitting analysis is performed on ∼1200 source-receiver paths to375

the Corbetti seismic stations. For details of the methodology, the reader is376

referred to Wuestefeld et al. (2010). 28 measurements produce acceptable377

splitting results. We neglect measurements with errors >20◦ in φ and 0.02s378

in δt, and any source-receiver paths inclined >45◦. The range of δt is up to379

0.31 s, which corresponds to a shear wave anisotropy of up to 9.2%. Shear380

wave splitting is accrued along the waves’ travel path, so in subsequent fig-381

ures we plot it at the event–station midpoint.382

Figure 5a shows polar histograms of orientations of the fast shear waves at383

each station, as well as the overall trend of φ. It is apparent that most384

measurements show a fast shear-wave polarisation that is parallel to the385

Werensa ridge, and is consistent with the orientations expected for the prin-386

ciple stresses on an east-west striking strike-slip fault. The orientation of387

the fast shear-wave polarisation is not the same as current plate motion or388

extension direction implied by the Wonji Fault belt. However, there is a389

secondary cluster of rift parallel orientations, which occur in paths outside390

the caldera to CO3E and CO7E, the stations which also lie furthest from391

the centre. The magnitude of the splitting is highest in the southern half of392

the caldera. These observations suggest that the most intense fracturing is393

in the deforming region, as might be expected, and that the regional stress394

field is most strongly perturbed within the caldera. Outside the edifice, the395

regional stress field appears to dominate.396

Observations of splitting from deep events (down to ∼35km) below the397
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Wendo Genet scarp and Werensa ridge further support the hypothesis that398

the cross-rift structure plays a role in modifying the stress field. Figure 5b399

shows the dichotomy in φ between splitting in ray-paths travelling north400

of this zone to station C03E, and those within in it (to C02E). Splitting401

is cross-rift-parallel for the southern paths and rift-parallel for the northern402

ones, which also show more anisotropy, though both are relatively weak com-403

pared to paths within the caldera.404

405

5. Caldera geometry and locations of post-caldera volcanism406

We hypothesise the subsurface structure that limits the extent of the407

deformation also influenced the magma plumbing system at Corbetti, specif-408

ically the formation of the pre-caldera magma reservoir and the location of409

post-caldera volcanism. We test this hypothesis by considering the geometry410

of the surface features (e.g., Acocella et al., 2002; Le Corvec et al., 2013).411

The shape of a caldera at the surface is thought to reflect the shape of the412

pre-caldera magma reservoir and we therefore test whether the caldera rim is413

elliptical in shape, and whether the long axis of this ellipse is consistent with414

the deformation boundary. Pre-existing structures can influence the geome-415

try of magma reservoirs, causing them to be elongate in the orientation of the416

structure (Holohan et al., 2005; Robertson et al., 2016). Secondly, since faults417

can act as a pathway for magma migration, we considered whether there is a418

preferential alignment of post-caldera vents (Mazzarini et al., 2013; Muirhead419
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Figure 5: a) Shear wave splitting observations made at seismic stations within the Corbetti
caldera from local earthquakes located by Wilks et al. (2017). Polar histograms (dark blue)
are shown at each station which recorded at least three observations. The inset (light blue)
histogram shows fast orientations for the whole data set. Blue, black, red and purple lines
are the same as Figure 6, which show the orientation perpendicular to border faults, of
the caldera long axis, plate motion and deformation boundary, respectively. Circles show
earthquake locations giving shear wave splitting observations, with colour indicating the
strength of shear wave anisotropy. Lines connect events (black dots) with stations (white
triangles). Note that anisotropy is largest for paths closest to the centre of the caldera,
and that the dominant trend is sub-parallel to the trend of the Wendo Genet scarp and
Werensa ridge.
b) Variation of shear wave splitting with path from events near the Wendo Genet scarp
and Werensa ridge. Coloured bars show the orientation of the fast shear wave measured at
stations C02E (cyan) and C03E (blue), respectively, with the length of the bar proportional
to the shear wave anisotropy, with a minimum bar length of 2% anisotropy. Coloured
circles also show anisotropy as per the scale shown (note the scale is different between
subplots). Circles and bars are plotted at the event–station midpoint. Black dots show
earthquake locations and lines connect events and stations. Note that paths which spend
longer to the north of the scarp show a rift-parallel φ trend, whilst those to the south have
φ closer to the scarp strike.
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et al., 2015).420

421

5.1. Caldera rim geometry422

We digitised 80 points that describe the location of the exposed caldera423

rim, identified using high resolution optical imagery (Google Earth, 2016)424

and published maps, using QGIS (Rapprich, 2013; Gı́slason et al., 2015).425

We then inverted for the long and short axis lengths, caldera orientation,426

and centre point from these points using the method of Szpak et al. (2014).427

This method uses an approximate maximum likelihood approach which com-428

bines the accuracy of orthogonal methods and the speed of algebraic methods429

to find the solution to the equation of a conic that is non-degenerate.430

The method seeks to minimise the Sampson distance, an algebraic approx-431

imation of the orthogonal distance between points and a candidate ellipse432

(Szpak et al., 2014). The use of the algebraic Sampson distance allows the433

mathematical equation of the conic to be expressed in terms of geometric pa-434

rameters of an ellipse (orientation, length of long and short axes and centre435

point location), and give a quantitative measure of the uncertainties in the436

form of a covariance matrix. This method makes the assumption that the437

noise associated with the location of each point on the caldera is independent438

and Gaussian.439

The ellipse that best describes the surface expression of the Corbetti caldera440

rim is centred at 38.381°E 7.192°N, and has a 13.8 ± 0.4 km long axis orien-441
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tated 097 ± 3°, and a 11.3 ± 0.2 km short axis (Figure 6). The ratio of long442

axis to short axis length defines the caldera ellipticity, which at Corbetti is443

0.82 ± 0.03: we therefore consider the caldera to be elliptical. The caldera444

long axis is co-incident with the boundary of the deformation region (Figure445

6). Since the shape of the caldera rim is taken to reflect the geometry of the446

pre-collapse magma storage region, it implies that the structure influenced447

magma migration prior to the caldera collapse at 182 ± 18 ka.448

449

5.2. Post-caldera volcanism450

Crustal structures can also act as pathways for migrating magma, influ-451

encing the location of small vents (e.g., Korme et al., 1997, 2004; Le Corvec452

et al., 2013). To test whether the structure influenced magma migration since453

the caldera collapse at Corbetti, we quantify the locations of post-caldera vol-454

canism in relation to the caldera geometry. We digitised the location of 16455

post-caldera vents greater than 10 m in diameter, identified using high reso-456

lution optical imagery (Google Earth, 2016) and published maps (Rapprich,457

2013; Gı́slason et al., 2015; Rapprich et al., 2016), using QGIS (Figure 6).458

Our hypothesis is that post-caldera volcanism is influenced by a subsurface459

structure, taken to be coincident with the caldera long axis. This predicts460

that vent locations will be closer to the caldera long axis than a random461

distribution of vents within the caldera and can be statistically tested by462

comparing the mean distance between the mapped vents and the caldera463
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long axis, and the same measurement for a synthetic, random dataset of vent464

locations. We only used vents within the caldera, which we defined as the465

area inside the caldera rim, where exposed, and within the best fitting ellipse466

that describes the caldera where there is no clear rim. To find the probabil-467

ity that the vent locations inside Corbetti are closer to the caldera long axis468

than if generated at random, we simulated 10,000 other 16 vent locations and469

found the mean distance for each simulation. The proportion of simulated470

mean distances less than the observed mean distance gives the probability471

that randomly formed vents would be located closer to the caldera long axis472

than the observed vents.473

Figure 6 shows the distribution of random mean vent-long-axis distances for474

10,000 simulations. The proportion of simulations with mean distances less475

than the measured mean distance, 1390 m, defines the probability that the476

actual distribution of vents are located at random. For a structure aligned477

with the caldera long-axis, this proportion is 3.0%, which demonstrates sta-478

tistical significance. Furthermore the major centres of resurgent volcanism,479

Urji and Chabi, both lie along the ellipse long axis.480

However, clustering of vents in the centre of the caldera would also produce481

a small mean vent-structure distance, but the vents will lie equally close to482

a line of any orientation through the caldera. As such, we find the prob-483

ability that the vents are distributed closer to a ‘structure’ orientated N-S,484

NE-SW and NW-SE than the observations. These probabilities are 0.46, 0.24485

and 0.25 respectively, much higher than for the hypothesised E-W structure486
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(0.03). However, even in a homogeneous medium vent locations are unlikely487

to be random because established magma pathways are often reused and sur-488

face topography exerts stresses that may influence magma migration (e.g.,489

Pinel and Jaupart , 2003; Roman and Jaupart , 2014; Xu and Jónsson, 2014).490

Nonetheless, we conclude the post-caldera volcanism is located closer to491

a subsurface planar structure than randomly distributed vents would be.492

This suggests that such a structure influenced magma migration over the493

timescales of post-caldera vent formation, which is on the order of tens of494

thousands of years (Rapprich, 2013; Hutchison, 2015).495

496

6. Nature of subsurface structure497

In this section we discuss the candidates for the subsurface structure, of498

which several are plausible in rift settings: for instance the stock of an earlier499

volcano, the rim of a preceding caldera or a pre-caldera fault. The candi-500

date must be able to explain the orientation and ellipticity of the caldera,501

the distribution of post-caldera vents, and the horizontal and vertical extents502

inferred from seismic and InSAR observations.503

Beneath the caldera complexes in the MER solidified magmatic intrusions504

have been identified with gravity and seismic surveys (Cornwell et al., 2006;505

Maguire et al., 2006). An intrusion beneath the northern half of the Corbetti506

caldera, with its edge along the caldera long axis, would enhance deformation507

in the southern portion of the caldera relative to the north, as observed. This508
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is because crystallised silicic material has different material properties (e.g.,509

rigidity and permeability) to partially molten intrusions (e.g. Hickey et al.,510

2013). Material properties that are spatially variable in this way would also511

explain the shear wave splitting measurements that suggest differences in512

fracture density between the north and the south. While we cannot discount513

this explanation, it is unable to explain the caldera orientation or the loca-514

tion of post-caldera vents, which occur in both the northern and southern515

parts of the caldera.516

An alternative explanation is that the cross-cutting structure is related to the517

ring fault of the Hawassa Pleistocene collapse caldera (Woldegabriel et al.,518

1990; Rapprich, 2013). There is a change in strike from east-west within the519

caldera, to north-west – south-east at the Werensa ridge and Wendo Genet520

scarp, which would be consistent with a caldera ring fault. However, caldera521

faults typically extend to depths of less than 10 km (see Saunders , 2001;522

Cole et al., 2005; Holohan et al., 2005), and magnetotelluric data within the523

caldera shows the structure extends to at least 10 km (Gı́slason et al., 2015)524

(Figure 6), while outside the caldera, seismicity on the Wendo Genet scarp525

and Werensa Ridge indicate the structure extends to 30 km depth (Wilks ,526

2016) (Figure 1).527

Our preferred candidate for the structure that cross-cuts Corbetti is a pre-528

existing fault. Pre-rift faults cross-cut the Precambrian basement through-529

out Ethiopia, and many have been reactivated by the current phase of rifting530

(Korme et al., 2004; Chorowicz , 2005; Corti , 2009). For example, the pre-531
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Jurassic Ambo Fault Zone (AFZ) and the Yerer-Gugu lineament controlled532

the Pleistocene development of the transfer zone between the northern and533

central MER around 8°N (Bonini et al., 2005) (Figure 1). The AFZ can be534

identified perpendicular to the rift as an off-rift low velocity structure (Bas-535

tow et al., 2005). Another pre-rift structure, the Goba-Bonga lineament, is536

thought to have impeded the northwards propagation of the Kenyan Rift at537

∼11 Ma and stalled MER rifting during the Miocene (Bonini et al., 2005).538

Oligio-miocene (20-30 Ma) volcanism is aligned along the AFZ and the Goba-539

Bonga lineament on the western rift flank (Korme et al., 2004; Corti , 2009),540

suggesting such structures remain important magma pathways for tens of541

millions of years.542

Corbetti caldera lies on the cross-rift projection of the Goba-Bonga linea-543

ment. The Werensa ridge and Wendo Genet scarp are thought to be the544

surface expression of the Goba-Bonga lineament, where it obliquely inter-545

sects the rift border fault (Žáček et al., 2014). The structures do have a546

different strike to the structure identified within the Corbetti caldera, but a547

curvature of the shallow resistive anomaly (Figure 6) can be seen connecting548

the two: from east-west inside the caldera to north-west – south-east to the549

east. Furthermore, it is not uncommon for fault systems to change strike550

along their lengths (e.g., Sengör et al., 2005). At the Werensa ridge and551

Wendo Genet scarp there is seismicity (71 earthquakes, magnitudes between552

0.65 and 4.10, January 2012 - January 2014) down to ∼30 km (Figure 1)553

(Wilks , 2016). The Moho here is ∼38 km deep (Keranen and Klemperer ,554
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2008) and so the depth extent of the seismicity is evidence that this fault555

cross-cuts almost the entire crust and has the potential to influence magma556

storage and transportation on a crustal scale. The occurrence of earthquakes557

at lower crustal depths is not atypical in the MER, specifically seismicity has558

been observed ∼35 km deep at similar crustal-scale pre-rift structures such559

as the Yerer-Tullu Wellel (Figure 1) (Keir et al., 2009).560

This interpretation of the structure provides an explanation for all of the561

observations, including the pre-caldera elliptical magma body, post-caldera562

magmatism, deformation, resistivity and seismicity. This major crustal struc-563

ture acts to guide the vertical transport of hydrothermal fluids into the shal-564

low subsurface, and as a barrier to horizontal fluid flow, defining the lat-565

eral extent of the hydrothermal reservoir. The presence and location of the566

structure is also consistent with the hypothesis that some MER silicic cen-567

tres formed where transtensional faults cross-cut the rift, creating regions of568

localised extension or weaker material that promotes magma reservoir for-569

mation (Acocella et al., 2002).570

571

7. Conclusions and comparisons572

We show that pre-rift structures influence magmatic and hydrothermal573

processes over a range of timescales at the Corbetti caldera, Ethiopia. A rift-574

oblique structure influenced (1) surface deformation associated with a fault575

bounded reservoir, which shows the influence of faults on hydrothermal cir-576
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Figure 6: Geophysical and structural data indicating there is a pre-existing fault trending
∼097 through Corbetti. a) The black line shows the caldera long axis, black cross the
caldera centre and black line the exposed caldera rim. Red circles identify vents or craters
decametre in scale or larger, as identified by satellite optical imagery. Black triangles
demarcate the apexes of Urji (west) and Chabi (east). The purple dashed line shows
the location of the pre-existing fault as observed using InSAR (c). b) Histogram shows
the mean vent-structure distances for 10,000 simulations of 16 vent locations inside the
caldera for a E-W (red), N-S (blue), NW-SE (green) and NE-SW (yellow). Dashed vertical
lines indicate the mean vent-structure distance for each orientation of the corresponding
colour. c) InSAR data from 23/12/2007 - 25/12/2008 showing the deforming region. d-e)
Magnetotelluric data after Gislason et al. (2012). Inset are the orientations of the caldera
long axis, InSAR gradient, current plate motion direction (Stamps et al., 2008), and the
perpendicular to the border faults.
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culation over annual timescales; (2) the location of post-caldera volcanism,577

which highlights the influence on shallow magma transportation pathways578

over tens of thousands of years; and (3) the caldera geometry, indicative of579

a control on crustal magma storage over hundreds of thousands of years.580

This work raises questions regarding the influence of pre-rift oblique struc-581

tures in continental rifting, both in terms of their influence on magmatic582

processes but also their role in strain accommodation. A comparison can be583

drawn to the Taupo Rift System, New Zealand, where pre-existing oblique584

structures align with volcanic domes (e.g., the Tarawera Dome Complex,585

Cole et al., 2010) and control hydrothermal circulation (Rowland and Sibson,586

2004). In contrast, in Icelandic rift zones, there is no basement continental587

crust and to date there appears to be little evidence of oblique structures in-588

fluencing volcanism, suggesting that a primary control on magma pathways589

depends on crustal structure.590

This study demonstrates the importance of combining different techniques591

and datasets that give observations of multiple processes over multiple timescales592

to understand magmatic-hydrothermal systems. Our observations have im-593

plications in understanding the relative importance of heterogeneities that594

affect the development of magmatic systems, especially in active tectonic595

regimes such as continental rifts. It provides insight into how these same596

processes influence hydrothermal reservoir formation, and also how they re-597

spond to external influences.598
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